Improvement plan for
Brinkworth Primary and Early Childhood Centre
2019 to 2021

School name

Brinkworth Primary and Early Childhood Centre

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

At Brinkworth Primary and Early Childhood Centre, we
want to nurture children to be resilient learners with a
strong sense of self. We want our learners to take
interest in learning while being supported by educators
who model risk-taking, curiosity and resilience in an
inquiry-based learning style.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals

Targets

To increase all learners
literacy outcomes through
providing opportunities for
quality oral language and
vocabulary development.

Learners will make 2 levels growth in oral language as
described by the Oral Language literacy progressions.

To increase all children’s
achievement in number
through developing a deep
number sense.

Learners in year 3 - 6 will receive a C-level and above in
Maths for their end of year report.

All learners will achieve SEA for PAT-R testing with 4
students in year 1-3 and 4-6 reaching the higher stanines.

All learners will achieve SEA for PAT-M testing with 4
students in year 1-3 and 4-6 reaching the higher stanines.

Learners undertaking NAPLAN will retain their HB or
increase their current band in Numeracy testing

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

If we focus our teaching on
Oral Language and give
children opportunities to be
involved in collaborative
learning talk, then we will see
an increase in our PAT-R and
NAPLAN Writing results.

When we talk to learner about learning, we will
hear they can:
- Speak audibly and clearly to a familiar audience
- Use subject specific vocabulary
- Vary their vocabulary to add interest to their
conversation
When we review samples of learners writing, they
can:
- Use language creatively
- Use a range of evaluative language to express
opinion or convey emotion
To evaluate our progress we will use the Oral
Language “Speaking” indicators in the Literacy
Progressions.

If we focus our teaching on Place
Value and Trusting the Count by
developing a sequential and
evidence-based pedagogical
approach, then we will increase the
number of year 3 to 5 learners
meeting the SEA and Higher Bands
for mathematics.

When we review our learners PAT-M results, they can:
- Recognise the Place Value system and the role
decimals play
- Recognise the connection between addition and
subtraction
- Recall addition and multiplication facts for single-digit
numbers
When we talk to learners about Number concepts
including trusting the count and place value, they can:
- Explain their answers in several ways – diagrams,
words, algorithms
- Be clear about the way in which they can solve the
problem
- Confidently explain the place value system and use it
in real-life situations
- Be confident to take risks and answer questions
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Improvement plan for Brinkworth Primary and Early Childhood C

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice,
contact:
Shelley McInerney
Review, Improvement and Accountability
Phone: 8226 4297
Shelley.McInerney@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Targets
To increase all learners literacy
outcomes through providing
opportunities for quality oral language
and vocabulary development.

2019

Learners will make 2 levels growth in oral language as described by the Oral
Language literacy progressions.

2020

All learners will achieve SEA for PAT-R testing with 4 students in year 1-3 and
4-6 reaching the higher stanines.

2021
Goal 2

Goal 3

To increase all children’s achievement
in number through developing a deep
number sense.

2019

Learners in year 3 - 6 will receive a C-level and above in Maths for their end of
year report.

2020

All learners will achieve SEA for PAT-M testing with 4 students in year 1-3 and
4-6 reaching the higher stanines.

2021

Learners undertaking NAPLAN will retain their HB or increase their current
band in Numeracy testing

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we focus our teaching on Oral Language and give children
opportunities to be involved in collaborative learning talk, then we
will see an increase in our PAT-R and NAPLAN Writing results.

Goal 2

If we focus our teaching on Place Value and Trusting the Count
by developing a sequential and evidence-based pedagogical
approach, then we will increase the number of year 3 to 5
learners meeting the SEA and Higher Bands for mathematics.

Success criteria
When we talk to learner about learning, we will hear they can:
- Speak audibly and clearly to a familiar audience
- Use subject specific vocabulary
- Vary their vocabulary to add interest to their conversation
When we review samples of learners writing, they can:
- Use language creatively
- Use a range of evaluative language to express opinion or convey emotion
To evaluate our progress we will use the Oral Language “Speaking” indicators in the Literacy Progressions.
When we review our learners PAT-M results, they can:
- Recognise the Place Value system and the role decimals play
- Recognise the connection between addition and subtraction
- Recall addition and multiplication facts for single-digit numbers
When we talk to learners about Number concepts including trusting the count and place value, they can:
- Explain their answers in several ways – diagrams, words, algorithms
- Be clear about the way in which they can solve the problem
- Confidently explain the place value system and use it in real-life situations
- Be confident to take risks and answer questions

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1

To increase all learners literacy outcomes through providing opportunities for quality oral language and vocabulary
development.

Challenge of practice

If we focus our teaching on Oral Language and give children opportunities to be involved in collaborative
learning talk, then we will see an increase in our PAT-R and NAPLAN Writing results.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Educators will create environments Wk 1 & 6
in their learning spaces that
each term
provide the learners with an
opportunity for questioning and
wonder

Educators and Principal will:
- Create provocations to engage learners in their space
- Question learners about the spaces and elements they would like
to see
- Connect the spaces to the inquiry theme to make them real and
relevant for learners
- Reflect upon the spaces throughout the term with your learners
and colleagues to continue to refine

- "Inspiring Spaces" text
- Use of natural materials and resources that
correlate with learning experiences
- Peer observations and discussions with
others to refine and improve spaces

Educators will timetable and
collaboratively plan for oral
language to give learners the
opportunity for connection and
growth.

Educators and Principal will:
- Engage with one another to collaboratively plan and reflect
on their oral language units
- Incorporate a range of skills in the timetabled oral
language session to allow for growth in confidence, fluency,
intonation, vocabulary and reciprocal conversation

- Sheena Cameron "The Oral Language
Book"
- Use of tangible objects, videos, images,
movies and games to allow learner
connection with the session

Educators and the Principal will:
- Be involved in professional development around what evaluative
language is and how it needs to be used in writing
- Find resource around evaluative language and how to use it in
writing
- Create a learning sprint around the inclusion of evaluative
language in writing and monitor learner improvement through
Brightpath results

- Simon Breakspear "Learning Sprint" canvas
- Evaluative language professional development
- Seven Steps resources
- Sheen Cameron text "Reading Comprehension" self-monitoring strategy
- Seven Steps - brainstorming ideas and recording with
pictures

Wk 0 small teams
Wk 10 planning
time

Educators will ensure during
Wk 3 & 6 of
writing, spelling and reading
each term
lessons there is the explicit
teaching and strategies to develop
vocabulary.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To increase all learners literacy outcomes through providing opportunities for quality oral language and vocabulary
development.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Educators will use quality texts
All year
during reading and writing teaching
to provide exposure and explicit
teaching of applying and using
high level vocabulary.

Principal will:
- review the learning resources being used during lessons with the
educators (readers, novels, websites)
- Purchase new quality texts with educators to assist teaching and
learning
Educators will:
- Ensure learners are using quality text through their teaching and
learning program

- Readers, websites, novels, information texts of
high quality
- Sheena Cameron "The Reading Comprehension"
text/website for suggestions of high quality text
- Seven Steps resource ideas to incorporate in
programming and planning

Educators will use the "Reflect, Respect,
Relate" document to observe their peers.
They will use this document, in particular
the co-constructing meaning and
communicability section to monitor learner
and educator improvements in questioning.

See data
schedule

Principal will:
- Support release of colleagues to use the peer observations
guidelines to monitor one another
Educators will:
- Observe one another using the RRR documents stated
- Converse with the peer observer about what they noticed
- Create a learning sprint in this area to work on until the following
observation

- RRR Active Learning Environment
(Communicability and Co-constructing meaning)
- Peer observation guidelines
- Data structure
- Simon Breakspear "Learning Sprint"

Educators will provide time and
support to assist all learners in
preparing and speaking audibly
and clearly at fortnightly
assemblies.

Week 2 and
then
fortnightly
throughout
the year

Principal will:
- Go through the assembly process at the beginning of the year with
the Year 6 leaders
Educators will:
- Ensure learners are prepared for assembly and have practiced
prior to presenting
- Use the questioning chart to ensure good questions are
demonstrated to both learners and their families

- Oral language activities focussing on
projection and presentation
- Questioning chart to be used to encourage
further discussion around learning

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$2000

When we talk to learner about learning, we will hear they can:
- Speak audibly and clearly to a familiar audience
- Use subject specific vocabulary
- Vary their vocabulary to add interest to their conversation
When we review samples of learners writing, they can:
- Use language creatively
- Use a range of evaluative language to express opinion or convey emotion
To evaluate our progress we will use the Oral Language “Speaking” indicators in the Literacy Progressions.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

To increase all children’s achievement in number through developing a deep number sense.

Challenge of practice

If we focus our teaching on Place Value and Trusting the Count by developing a sequential and
evidence-based pedagogical approach, then we will increase the number of year 3 to 5 learners meeting
the SEA and Higher Bands for mathematics.

Actions

Timeline

Educators will use the Numeracy
Week 0
progressions, Tierney Kennedy,
PAT-M and BIiN diagnostic tools in
the area of Number to group
learners according to their ability

Educators will be involved in
professional development in the area of
Number to build upon understanding of
the Australian Curriculum and the
language and understanding to best
teach number concepts.

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Principal, in conjunction with the educators will: - Numeracy Progressions
- Go through the numeracy progressions and
using children's data, place them where they are
- This will form the basis for their maths
groupings (Monday to Wednesday)

Week 9 T4
2019
Week 0 T1
2020

- Use the Tierney Kennedy "misconceptions" test
to find out where children are within their maths
learning
- Collate the data and compare with the Num Pro
- Use beginning Trusting the Count resources to
ensure R - 2 have these concepts

- Trusting the Count resources
- Tierney Kennedy "misconceptions" place
value testing
- Numeracy progressions

Wk 0 T1;
Wk 11 T1;
Wk 10 T2
&T3; Wk 7

Educators will:
- engage in a PD session on Number
- Have follow up sessions

- Number training with Lisa-Jane O'Connor
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To increase all children’s achievement in number through developing a deep number sense.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Create highly structured maths lessons to Throughout
enable learners to understand place
the year
value and number concepts using mental
to revise, explicit teaching of new
concepts and incorporate a reflection time
on their learning at the end of the lesson.

Principal and educators will:
- Make a maths map of what needs to be taught throughout the year
- Work with educators to plan for effective maths lessons
Educators will:
- Take time to program and plan the work for 5 weeks
- Implement the three elements throughout their maths lessons
- Use hands-on and interesting manipulatives to engage learners in
the various activities

- ACARA
- Natural Maths resources
- PMA resources obtained during PD day
- Tierney Kennedy reources and "Back to
Front Maths" resources

Develop children's maths
vocabulary through purposeful
questioning and explicit teaching

Throughout
the year

Educators will:
- Have a deep understanding of the maths curriculum
being taught
- Embed the questioning chart developed in 2019 to ask
questions of learners and find out their understanding
- Use these questions during reflection items to find out
learner understanding of concepts

- Questioning chart
- Numeracy progressions
- ACARA - Number R-6
- Maths word walls in each class

Align intervention to the Big Ideas
in Number work for all learners in
stanines 1 - 4 from PAT-M testing

Term 1

Principal will:
- Schedule BIiN training for whole staff staff meetings o assist in the
understanding of this
- Schedule a PFD around this learning
Educators will:
- Incorporate the activities into daily learning tasks or mental
routines
- Undertake the BIiN training throughout the year and implement

- Big Ideas in Number training
- Big Ideas in Number resource kits to make up
and have available
- SSO's to have a eep understanding f this
training and be able to implement with learners

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$5000

When we review our learners PAT-M results, they can:
- Recognise the Place Value system and the role decimals play
- Recognise the connection between addition and subtraction
- Recall addition and multiplication facts for single-digit numbers
When we talk to learners about Number concepts including trusting the count and place value, they can:
- Explain their answers in several ways – diagrams, words, algorithms
- Be clear about the way in which they can solve the problem
- Confidently explain the place value system and use it in real-life situations
- Be confident to take risks and answer questions
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Keliesha Barns

Date
Approved by governing council chairperson

Paul Meyer

Date
Approved by education director

Neil White

Date
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